Notetalker is an all-inclusive productivity tool for making sound and vision notes. It transforms
note writing into a more efficient process, allowing more time to keep up with discussions in
the classroom or lecture, and encourages creativity and learning.
Notetalker app and desktop software, Notetalker Edit, work
together to record spoken word, highlight key themes, save
visual stimuli including video, and export to revision and
essay planning files including mind maps. These rich media
notes can be tailored to suit any learning style, improving
study outcomes for all abilities and shaping independent
lifelong learners.
Notetalker app and Notetalker Edit are beneficial in
supporting students and academic staff in schools, colleges
and universities.

More about Notetalker
Compatible with iOS and Android devices, and Mac and
Windows PCs
Additional study skills e-Learning course available
for students
Suitable for students in receipt of DSA funding
Flexible and cost-effective strategic solution for schools,
colleges and universities
Special rates for students’ personal devices and PCs

Discover how Notetalker can
support your students and staff:
info@notetalker.com

www.notetalker.com

“Using Notetalker has definitely made
me feel more confident about my approach
to taking notes. I can still make notes but it
is very reassuring to know that Notetalker is
recording when I get confused. I would definitely
recommend Notetalker. It has made things much
easier for me in class and I think it would help
people with many different disabilities.”
		
		

Ashley, student with dyspraxia,
London College of Fashion

“We chose a site licence for Notetalker
software as we liked the options it gave our
students for notetaking solutions at a time when
funding was becoming more restricted. We were
particularly impressed as Notetalker is a very
innovative and progressive company, and the
team are very knowledgeable about the needs
of our disabled students. They are constantly
improving their product and the services they
offer to us. It’s great for students and staff, and
sets them apart from other competitors in the
market at the moment.”
		Fiona Valentine, Disability Services Manager,
		
University of Bolton

01483 473 810

Note Taking Express (NTE) combines note taking technology and software with human
notetakers. NTE delivers quality segmented notes for further study and revision to
students using Notetalker.
A student’s account is typically paid for by the school, college or university, but any individual can open up an
account. Colleges and universities can also use the service to make lecture notes available on student hubs.

Student records lecture
using Notetalker app, then
uploads the recording with
bookmarks and images to
his/ her NTE account

Human notetaker, who is a
specialist in the topic that has just
been uploaded, receives the recording
and writes notes based on the account
holder’s preferred format

Student receives notes ready
to transfer to Notetalker Edit to
continue creating resources for
revision or essay planning

Get in touch to find out more about
our note taking & transcription service
for students, colleges and universities:
nte@notetalker.com

www.notetakingexpress.com

Institution records lecture
using Notetalker app, then
uploads the recording with
bookmarks and images to its
NTE account

Institution receives notes
ready to transfer to the
student portal

“NTE has made it easier for some of our
students to obtain notes after recording their
lectures. They can easily send their audio to their
remote notetaker receiving typed up notes within
48 hours.”
		
		

Angel Perez,
Disability Advisor, UCL

01483 473 810

Success with Study Skills is an e-Learning course for post-16 students and
professionals working in student support roles.
Success with Study Skills can be accessed for free if a student is in receipt of Notetalker Pro through DSA
funding. A course subscription is available to any other student who would like to develop their study skills.

Students can:

Professionals can:

3

Identify effective study techniques
suited to their learning style

3

Gain in-depth knowledge about
Notetalker app and Notetalker Edit

3

Investigate different note writing
techniques

3

3

Develop study skills to improve
study outcomes

Receive free user codes to complete
free online CPD (available for DSA
Assessors, AT Trainers and Study
Skills Tutors)

Contact us to be a part of the study
skills community at NT Academy:
notes@ntacademy.co

ntacademy.co

“Success with Study Skills is easy to follow
and has simple steps making it ideal for any age
of student.”
		
		

Ray Vobe, DSA Assessor,
Coleg Sir Gar Access Centre

01483 473 810

Conversor Pro is a wireless microphone system to help students who wear a hearing
aid or experience hearing loss in noisy environments to focus on the discussion they are
listening to with ease.

Conversor Pro dramatically reduces background noise and
interference, to make it easier to hear the lecturer talking
clearly. With a range of 30 metres, it is not necessary for the
student to sit near to the lecturer.
Conversor Pro can also be used in small meetings or
discussion groups where a student might find it difficult to
hear clearly among other voices talking at the same time.
A student can also use this assistive listening device like a
wireless microphone with a recording device to record lectures.

“It is a great delight to be able
to hear so much more and
from a distance. Now thanks to
the Conversor I can hear the
lecturer speak clearly which is a
big bonus for me.”
			

J Grayson, student

Email us at info@notetalker.com if you want to find out how
Conversor products work with Notetalker to support students to
succeed at school, college and university.

www.conversorproducts.com

01483 473 810

